WANTED
HILARIOUS DOCTORS AND MEDICAL STUDENTS WITH (VERY) FUNNY STORIES

REWARD
YOUR STORY IMMORTALISED AND BECOME AN AUTHOR

YES YOU, DOCTOR, PROF, STUDENT!

WE WANT TO PUBLISH YOUR (TRUE) FUNNY STORIES INTO A BOOK CONTAINING THE BEST CLINICAL VIGNETTES IN THE COUNTRY FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC AUDIENCE

WHETHER YOU ARE AN EMERITUS PROFESSOR, OR A 1ST YEAR MEDICAL STUDENT, WE KNOW THAT EVERY MEDICAL SCHOOL, HOSPITAL AND PRACTICE HAS A STORY MADE OF LEGENDS.

WE’LL BE WORKING WITH LEADING PUBLISHERS www.osceguide.co.uk TO MAKE YOUR STORIES IMMORTAL, MAKE YOU AN AUTHOR AND GIVE YOUR CV A GILTED EDGE

SO GET WRITING!!!!!!!

EMAIL UNOFFICIALGUIDETOMEDICINE@GMAIL.COM to tell us your story. If it’s a good one, we’ll ask you to expand it into a 500-1000 word vignette.